Case Study:
Large Suite Accommodation

Oakdale Boarding Cattery
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loving the lifestyle

oe Gallagher, owner of Oakdale Cattery couldn’t be
happier with her boarding cattery business. She talks
joyfully of the pampered cats who become ‘hers’ once in
the cattery, and her lovely clients. The cattery is a converted
stables and it is amazing the difference adding a clock tower,
porch and external features has made to the building, set in
a lovely rural environment on a farm full of other animals for
the cats to watch.

Family-run & home-like

Zoe and husband Noel purchased the derelict farm 11 years
ago and lived in a mobile home while the farm was being
rebuilt. Their 7 year old daughter Kitty (!) has now developed
a certificate scheme for the cats, and pointed out Shadow,
one of her favourites who has been given a ‘cute & chubby’
certificate! You immediately ‘get’ the feeling on the farm,
which is very much a family-owned and much-loved place. In
particular, Zoe enjoys her night-time rounds, with the soft string
lights glowing and the red floor, it feels quiet, cosy and relaxing.

How the cattery started

Zoe originally wanted to work from home to be with her
favourite animals, and after a year of planning and research,
the planning application was submitted and granted. Her
primary reason for creating a cattery (apart from her love
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of cats) was to provide a better cattery than she had seen.
Having visited several catteries, Zoe was appalled at the
standard – especially where owners were not even allowed
to see the cat accommodation for themselves. The reasons
often quoted were ‘it will upset the cats’ or ‘for health and
safety reasons’ and one cattery even used small, dark,
stacked rabbit hutches! Naturally, seeing this motivated Zoe
to build larger than normal ‘suites’ of over 4.5m/12ft long to
provide much more space – she just knew she could do better!

Settling cats in

Having been introduced to the feline facial pheromone
by one of her clients, Zoe now uses the spray (if required)
and plug-ins permanently, as the effect on the cats is so
noticeable, especially on arrival when cats need to settle
in and feel calm and comfortable. Zoe also feels that
the more home-like feel of ‘solid’ walls and large suites
with lots of daylight also helps to settle the cats in well.
There is plenty for the cats to watch as inside the cattery in
the spacious 3m/10ft corridor, there are large cages with a
chipmunk (constantly on the go!) budgies and finches. From
the deep shelf in front of their own window, the cats can watch
rabbits, chickens, ducks, pheasants, wallabies, donkeys,
pygmy goats, llamas, their horse Toby and the farm cattle.

A new, rural boarding cattery with
large 12ft/4.5m suites, enjoying the
success of being a small business with
a very home-like feel, the cattery is
in a beautiful location with lots of
animal life for the cats to watch
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plenty to watch
Cat comfort

Particularly noticeable is the amount of hiding places and
variety of beds for the cats to choose from. Zoe feels strongly
about allowing the cats the freedom to use all of the suite at
night too, having seen many semi-outdoor catteries ‘lock in’
the cats at night. She likes to give the cats as much freedom
as possible in her indoor cattery.

Adding external runs

Although currently an indoor-only cattery, there will be an
additional outdoor covered space added for the cats directly
from the round ‘port-hole’ instead of the usual cat flap, which
are currently being built. This will allow two indoor rooms,
plus an outdoor area overlooking one of the ponds.

Oakdale Cattery

What are you most pleased with?

Thorougly enjoying the challenge of the business, and of
course our cat boarders and their owners who are lovely.
Zoe was delighted to recently have been told by the licensing
officer that Oakdale Cattery is the best in the area, and that
her website is used as a referral for people thinking about
setting up a cattery!
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Making it easy to live with

Zoe wondered if having larger units would make cleaning
more of a chore, but in fact the opposite is true. With so
much space to move around in, (being large suites that are
full-height), cleaning is easy and not an onerous task like
some of the timber or smaller catteries she has seen where
there is barely enough room to turn around inside. The roof is
ventilated and there are sky lights and windows, so the cattery
feels bright and fresh. A building like this would be too large to
completely heat, so all the sleep areas are heated by radiators.

being successful

After initial concerns about how successful the venture
would be, Zoe now realises she need not have worried. A
good proportion of customers find her on the internet, or
from veterinary and customer recommendations, but this
has increased lately by adding signage on the busy main
road, so passing traffic has become more important as more
people are now aware of the cattery. Zoe remembers every
cat and when the owner phones, she says ‘ah, Jamie’s Mum!’
Another asset to the business is the booking software she
uses to keep the paperwork down and prepare notes for the
day ahead.
With 400 customers already within her first year of opening,
with such success she needs to be organised!

What would you do differently?

The floor paint scratches and flakes, so it needs to be
repainted, so we will be tiling it in the near future. We originally
intended to fit UPVC doors, but ultimately did not because
of the extra cost, and not knowing whether we would be
successful. However, UPVC would have been a better option
in the longer-term maintenance aspect, than timber doors.
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Oakdale Cattery
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Oakdale Cattery
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This is an excerpt from the Cattery Design book:

You are always welcome to
visit us for more inspiration
@
www.catterydesign.com

EXPERT
ADVICE

The essential guide

Kennel & Cattery Design
PO Box 146
Chipping Norton
Oxfordshire OX7 6WA
United Kingdom
Phone +44 (0)1608 646454

400+ colour photos Inspiration and ideas

C AT T E R Y - B U I L D I N G

This essential guide will provide you with an easy to read,
encouraging and inspirational overview of cattery systems,
equipment and materials. With step-by-step guidance for creating
your perfect cattery design at your fingertips, and real life case
studies, this book will help you understand how catteries can be
improved with cat welfare knowledge.
Lavishly packed with over 400 large colour photographs, many
of which are full or double-page spreads showing lots of detail –
just like looking through a window!

www.catterydesign.com
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